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 IT FEELS LIKE
 PRE-PANDEMIC

ALREADY

BOOKINGS OUTLOOK
For the time since the beginning
of the pandemic the level of
room nights booked is reported
at a staggering 64% to be ‘better’
or ‘much better than the same
period last year – indicating that
Mediterranean hoteliers
managed to recover faster than
other regions. In addition to that,
only 15% of the hoteliers report
that bookings are ‘worse’ or
‘much worse than last year,
compared to 82% just 3 months
before that.

COUNTRY FOCUS
Drilling down to a country level,
Greece and Spain seem to be
recovering faster than the average,
with approximately 80% of the
hoteliers reporting booking levels
above the previous year. In
contrast, once again, France, Italy
and Morocco seem to struggle,
with over 50% of the hoteliers
reporting booking close to or
below last year, strongly correlated
with the reopening policies that
each government implemented
over the summer period of 2021.

Looking at the room nights booked in the last 3 months. How do these bookings levels
compare to the same period last year?

Last spring, we were
closed. The whole
world was under
lockdown. It can
only be better this
year.

NICOLETTA, HOTEL MANAGER, ITALY



While the end of last year found most
hoteliers completely demoralized, the
beginning of 2021 brought an air of
optimism.
This feeling seems to be expanding
across the Med Sea with 52% of the
hoteliers stating that they forecast a
‘positive’ or ‘very positive’ outlook for
the future, reflecting more and more
the pre-pandemic sentiment. 
Still, almost 1 in 5 hoteliers anticipate
a more challenging future, mainly the
ones based in markets like France,
Italy, and Morocco. 

What’s your outlook for the next 6 months, compared to last year? Our respondents from Morocco are the
most worried: while summer is usually
the low season, hoteliers' outlook for
the autumn, is very cautious due to
the travel restrictions and probable
spike of the pandemic in the main
inbound markets. 
The concern is shared across the Med
Sea. "We, unfortunately, anticipate a
spike in COVID cases after the
summer peak, thus have low hopes for
the autumn" announced K., a hotel
manager in Mougins, France.

 LOOKING AHEAD,
‘SUMMER’ BREEZE
AND RESTRAINED

OPTIMISM



The ongoing softening of the global
economy remains the top concern
for hoteliers across the region, on
average 1 out of 3 hoteliers will
report it as a top challenge. The
trend is consistent for over a year
now, since the start of the pandemic. 

The Boutique Vibe is consistently
measuring and reporting on the
sentiment of small, boutique
hotels across the Med Sea. 
We have developed a deep
understanding of the segment and
the needs that expand over 2
years now. 

With COVID-19 protocols and travel
complexity rising, hoteliers find that
operations require more focus than
ever. 24% of the responders agree
that they have to cope with out of
control governmental restrictions,
that impact the bookings flow but
also the operations. 
his is further reinforced by
qualitative comments from hoteliers,
stating that they now find it
challenging to find and attract the
right talent. 
As the ‘new normal’ is closer than
before, hoteliers also start refocusing
on issues like the overall rise of costs
(16%).

OPERATIONS
REMAIN A

CHALLENGE FOR
HOTELIERS, IN

THE COVID EAR 



 During the peak of the pandemic, most
hotels had to deploy a set of tough but
necessary measures, including staff
reductions, additional cost-cutting, and
reduction in the operating period. 
While most of those are still in place,
we see a significant drop in staff
redundancies (40% this quarter
compared to 53% just 3 months prior); 

DEALING WITH THE
PANDEMIC IN

DIFFERENT WAYS

 This is indicats that hotels are
back in the market looking for
experienced personnel to man
various roles. 
Another positive development is
that for the first time since the
pandemic only 1 out of 5 hoteliers
is still considering reducing their
operating period.

Many hoteliers see the crisis as an
opportunity to strengthen their
overall proposition: 33% invested in
property renovations, 26% are
upgrading their websites, 20% are
further increasing their marketing
spend, and 12% are investing in new
back-office systems to support
them with hotel operations,
marketing and more. 



MANY HOTELIERS
USE THEIR ACTIVITY
SLOW DOWN AS AN

OPPORTUNITY TO
STRENGTHEN THEIR

OVERALL
PROPOSITION

DEALING WITH THE
PANDEMIC IN
DIFFERENT WAYS

Measures implemented as a response to the pandemic, in the last 3 months

The Boutique Vibe is actively
facilitating this positive
momentum – starting April 2021 we
have started redirecting all
bookings for our exclusive hotel
partners directly to their websites,
aiming at supporting them better
market their product and reduce
the total cost of sales. In addition
to that, starting Autumn 2021 we
will be offering The Boutique Vibe
participating hotels with access to
exclusive rates for new website
development. 



SUSTAINABILITY
REMAINS AT THE
CORE OF THE DNA
OF SMALL
INDEPENDENT
BOUTIQUE HOTELS  

Is sustainability part of your strategy?

After more than a year of
systematically monitoring this,
communication and awareness of the
sustainable and eco-friendly character
of boutique hotels remain the number
one issue. 80% of the responders affirm
sustainability jas always been a major
part of their hotel's strategy. 

Drilling down to country level, we report
that focus on sustainability spans
across the Med Sea, from North Africa
to Southern Europe, 80% of the Greek
hotels report that sustainability is part
of their strategy for 2021 onwards, 64%
for Italy, 88% for France, 89% for Spain
and 78% for Morocco. 



When it comes to specific areas of
sustainability, ‘reducing energy and
consumption’ tops the list with 66% of
responders selecting it as the number
one activity, followed by ‘promoting
local identity (59%) and ‘reducing
waste & water pollution (58%). 

SUSTAINABILITY
IS AT THE

FOREFRONT OF
MOST HOTELIERS

o indicate hotels sustainability, based
on our observations and information
provided by owners.
We evaluate the eco-friendliness of
the building and its operations. We
also pay great attention to the
owners’ effort to preserve the local
heritage and support local
economies.

Once again, In complete contrast
with popular travellers’ perception,
sustainability remains at the core of
the DNA of small, independent
boutique hotels in the Med sea, with
80% of the responders reporting the
same. 

The Boutique Vibe is committed to
helping hoteliers on this front, by
launching our sustainability ranking
and doing a detailed and thorough
report on every hotel’s sustainability
initiative. 
We use symbols of Mediterranean
nature – Thyme, Citrus, Fig, and Olive



The positive booking trend and
optimistic outlook also translate
into further business confidence.
61% of the responders indicated
that they are planning at least a
minor (41%) if not a major (20%)
investment in their property, while
the % of hoteliers planning no
investment dropped by 6pp to 39%
of the total number of responders,
still above pre-pandemic levels.
Indicating further room for
improvement. 

 INVESTING
INTO A

BRIGHTER
FUTURE



The Boutique Vibe Barometer is
an ongoing assessment of
hoteliers' sentiment across the
Mediterranean.

The survey was answered by
several small boutique hotels
from Greece, Italy, Croatia,
Cyprus, France, Spain, Malta,
Morocco, Tunisia, Turkey, and
Albania. 

Hoteliers were prompted about
their business performance and
concerns concerning the COVID-
19 pandemic and their ongoing
business plans & challenges.

ABOUT THIS
REPORT 

The Boutique Vibe is the first
collection of small independent
hotels focusing exclusively on the
Mediterranean region. 

THE BOUTIQUE VIBE



CONTACT US

info@theboutiquevibe.com
www.theboutiquevibe.com
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